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Abstract
WAIT FOR IT TO BLOOM.
By
Deziree Aleace Brown

“wait for it to bloom.” is a poetry collection of free verse poetry that examines black
motherhood and womanhood in order to interrogate the sociopolitical implications of black
women’s existence in a patriarchal, capitalistic society. Due to the intersections of our identities,
black women face a specific type of discrimination that spans both racism and sexism, among
other types of discrimination. The healing properties associated with astronomy and mythology
are used as entry points to discuss this trauma, while popular culture is used to address these
issues that happen daily in the media directly. This consistent bombardment of prejudice, along
with our global society’s inability to acknowledge and properly treat mental illnesses, can cause
problems with mental health; black women’s ostracization from each of these communities
causes an erasure that spans generations, leading many to suffer in silence. Through
intentionality in structure with white space, punctuation, and forward slashes, this collection
attempts to remedy the plight of the black woman while engaging in a journey of healing and
power through language.
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for every black girl
stuck in-between
moons
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
wait for it to bloom. is a poetry manuscript that focuses on the sociopolitical status of
black women in our global society. Split into three sections, this is a journey of healing; a literal
“before” and “after” in which the recovery of a black girl’s soul is the centerpiece for forgiving
the self. At its core, this thesis manuscript works to unapologetically re-distribute power into the
hands of black women while portraying them as multi-faceted, flawed, human beings.

Examining Trauma, Abuse, and Intersectionality
While every black women’s life experiences will differ, we all share one commonality:
trauma. In her womanist text In Search of Our Mother’s Gardens, Alice Walker says that “black
women are called… ‘the mule of the world,’ because we have been handed the burdens that
everyone else – everyone else – refused to carry” (237). It’s important to note that this is often
forced upon black women as a result of misogynoir, a term created specifically to highlight the
racism and sexism that black women face. Not only do black women deal with racial issues like
police brutality and restrictions on dreadlocks, they also deal with gendered issues, such as the
pay gap and white feminism. These consistent trials create an endless wave of trauma that
permeates everyday life through popular culture and social media, making it almost impossible
to escape.
1

This collection also wrestles with classism, transphobia, and homophobia, which creates
a collage of identities that can leave black women on an island. In her groundbreaking essay
“Toward a Black Feminist Criticism”, pioneer Barbara Smith says that:

Heterosexual privilege is usually the only privilege that Black women have. None of us
have racial or sexual privilege, almost none of us have class privilege; maintaining
"straightness" is our last resort. Being out, particularly out in print, is the final
renunciation of any claim to the crumbs of "tolerance" that nonthreatening "ladylike"
Black women are sometimes fed. (2235)

These are a short list of barriers, but they are identity-specific. Black women also face universal
struggles, such as heartbreak, motherhood, and mental illnesses (though the way these are
handled and diagnosed is also tied to these identities). This thesis manuscript addresses a number
of these issues, reflecting on a necessary praxis regarding the implications of intersectionality.
My manuscript also focuses on abuse and the ways that it is inflicted, meaning that abuse
does not always feel like abuse, and how this manipulation can affect how trauma manifests in
survivors. This is especially true for black women, who fall prey to what Barbara Christian calls
the “superhuman” stereotype, which often leaves them unable to address their emotions; over
time, generations have been socialized into silence (221). I directly interrogate this silence
through structure on the page. While slashes and disjointed lines are used for pacing and pushing
the narrative forward, white space in particular is an acknowledgment of this silence and a
reclamation of the words that have been stolen. Along with brevity, these spaces also reinforce
the power of silence (and therefore, the power of black women). I see them as little containers to
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pull and trap trauma within the page so that my ancestors’ words can breathe and exist freely. In
this way, my work is intergenerational and non-linear in its approach, which alludes to the
creation of an archive through the ‘record’ poems throughout the manuscript. There is also an
element of polyvocality, seen in poems such as “love poem: dezireé”: a poem in which the
ancestors’ words are necessary to process the trauma that black women face regularly in
romantic relationships.
Punctuation and capitalization are also important to the execution of these poems’
structure. Capitalized letters signify the start of something new, and they call attention to
themselves on the page; however, when the majority of letters in a text are lowercase, the
capitalized words create tension. Many of the titles in this collection are also lowercase to create
kinship between certain poems, instead of allowing each capitalized title to proclaim the end of
the previous poem. As these tools help with the fluidity, punctuation is used to create a rhythm in
tandem with the slashes. Periods are arguably the most used punctuation in the thesis; many of
the titles end in periods to call attention to their existence on the page. The eyes acknowledge the
period as a complete stop, making it harder to overlook the title and its meaning.

Popular Culture, Astronomy, and Mythology as Gateways to Healing
The structural decisions described above execute the main themes of the thesis, existing
in three realms: popular culture, mythology and astronomy, and motherhood. Popular culture is
an important thematic concern because of how often black women are misrepresented or ignored
in media, making its interrogation particularly useful for this type of healing work. Not only is
there a reclamation of power and identity, grappling with meta narratives in popular culture, but
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it also connects this journey throughout the manuscript to our larger society and its sociopolitical
implications. For example, “ode to olivia pope, the h.b.i.c.” is a celebration of strength through
the popular television series Scandal, starring Kerry Washington. Almost always, black women
who take charge are represented in media and popular culture as domineering or lacking the
abilities necessary to be a team player; in the final season of Scandal specifically, Olivia Pope is
referred to as a power-hungry villain. These and other similar characteristics are always
positively acknowledged in her white or male counterparts; my poem turns that narrative on its
head and celebrates her will, determination, and instincts. My poetics engage in other aspects of
popular culture as well – using Drake lyrics to discuss trauma from past romantic relationships
while the television show Steven Universe imagines a world in which queer love is normalized,
celebrated, and as powerful as heterosexual love.
While music, television, and movies are explored in my manuscript, video games stand
out as one of the biggest influences and vehicles for examination. Video games are a place where
black women are traditionally underrepresented and ignored while experiencing the same
misogynoir they face in person. Both white and non-black people of color are quick to use both
racist and sexist slurs (e.g. n*gger, slut) when losing to a black woman gamer, and queer black
women have it even worse with the addition of homophobia and/or transphobia.
This, coupled with video games’ propensity for self-care and social change, make them
an interesting lens for the thesis. In my poem, “reasons why I prefer the Sims over anywhere you
tryna be”, The Sims 4 is used to imagine a utopia in which queer, black women can exist without
fear while raising girls who can actually experience childhood and play with toys. The video
game Destiny is set in an alternate universe where heroes can harness the power of the sun and
storm in their own bodies, wielding them as weapons. In this vein, my poetry also shows how
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black women can (and should) be seen as powerful entities capable of turning the tide of battle,
reimagined as the fearless warriors our society attempts to erase. The penultimate poem in the
collection, “self-portrait as stormcaller.”, is a fierce tribute to the self; it contains minimal white
space because the black woman is no longer silent. At this stage, she is much more self-assured
and comfortable using her own voice to tell her story. Through a lyrical encounter with these
games, and other like The Witcher III: Wild Hunt and Titanfall II, my work simultaneously
reimagines and deconstructs mythology while celebrating nerdy, black women.
While popular culture functions as a vehicle for addressing these sociopolitical realities,
images of astronomy work to begin the journey of healing. These thematic frameworks are used
in the collection to re-situate the black woman in a world of royalty and power, rather than the
powerlessness and suffering she endures daily. We see this line of thinking represented in the
documentary Nostalgia for the Light. In this film, Patricio Guzmán underlines the similarities
between the constant “searching” that is inherent within astronomy with Chilean women who are
still searching for the remains of their relatives executed during the dictatorship of Augusto
Pinochet. These women have turned to the stars for answers and guidance; in a similar way, this
collection looks to the cosmos for guidance, creating a bridge of understanding on how black
women can use oral traditions and astronomy to find healing from the outside and inside world.
If black women cannot find a sanctuary on this earth, they will look for home elsewhere.
The manuscript also echoes these otherworldly tones through the celebration of several
different mythologies. Instead of defaulting to Greek mythology, which reinforces the master
narrative of Western culture, the collection focuses on African, Egyptian, Hawaiian,
Mesopotamian, and Babylonian mythologies. Goddesses from these traditions are called upon as
a restoration of power or as a lens through which to understand black women’s pain. These
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goddesses respect, listen to, and answer prayers from black women, directly opposite of their
treatment in our society. Oya, an African Orisha, is particularly important because she is the
catalyst for my collection’s epic poem “the descent of amara.” Persephone is also present in this
poem, but she has no power in this realm (and she acknowledges this). At most, she can lead
Amara through the underworld; as the guard of the gate between worlds, Oya’s power is
omnipotent. A black woman is the only hope for survival and prosperity in this collection. These
powerful representations push back against the commodification of black women in larger
society, as women, leaders, lovers, and mothers.

Motherhood, Family, and the Power of Names
Of those named, motherhood in particular is crucial to this collection. Black motherhood
is so intricately intertwined with black womanhood that at times it is unable to be separated.
Many black women were forced to birth children to be sold as slaves or forcibly sterilized as a
result of eugenics, showing her that her children (and, in turn, also herself) were only useful as
cattle. When police brutality claims another life, black mothers are left to face the aftermath
while black women flood the streets in protest. Barbara Christian, a black feminist criticism
pioneer, examines the trials black mothers face in her essay, “An Angle of Seeing Motherhood”:

While paid homage for her strength, she is also attacked for being a matriarch, both
outside and inside the black community…[the] myth of the black matriarch disguises the
Afro-American mother’s powerlessness, punishing her for the super-human efforts she
makes, punishing her if she cannot make them. (221)
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Christian holds that black mothers are expected to have super-human strength, which doesn’t
allow them to grieve or process their emotions. The “angry black woman” stereotype strips them
of their femininity, forces them into a vulnerable position when raising children, and can lead to
undiagnosed mental illnesses. This interrogation of the complexity of our motherhood is
explored in two main threads: the word ‘aria’ and the epic poem that anchors the manuscript,
“the descent of amara.”
The definition of aria is a melody, often related to singing; however, it is also Italian for
“air” and Hebrew for “lion”. These definitions are used as an entryway into the grief that comes
with the loss of a child, specifically miscarriage in this case. While miscarriages happen often to
people with uteri, they are seldom discussed or acknowledged as a valid pain. This manuscript
attempts to remedy that problem with its focus on a childless mother, as aria functions as the
name of that child but also all of these other definitions. Through this interrogation in different
contexts, ‘aria’ becomes a meeting place where black motherhood can be felt, celebrated, and
mourned.
The epic poem “the descent of amara.” is a literal enactment of black motherhood in
which the mother, Amara, must rescue her daughter’s soul from the underworld. Inspired by
female epics such as The Descent of Inanna and The Descent of Alette, it blends oral traditions,
popular culture, and sociopolitical realities (the main facets of the thesis), making it the
centerpiece of the manuscript. Though epic poems are traditionally in third person, this poem
needed to function in first person as The Descent of Alette does because the black mother must
learn to see herself and use her own voice. In this poem, she must rely on others for help,
eliminating the super-human stereotype; she can no longer put distance between herself and her
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demons. Only by literally saving her daughter can the mother find peace before beginning the
journey of healing.
In this poem, there are several rituals that take place, destigmatizing the process entirely.
Often, rituals are seen through the Western gaze as unnatural or demonic, but rituals in this poem
are absolutely necessary for Amara’s success. This demonization is a product of colonization and
settler dominance, as these rituals practiced by indigenous peoples were not accepted into
Christian values and beliefs. For a successful conversion, colonizers would tear away identity by
outlawing cultural practices, celebrations, and religions, replacing them with Jesus and the
Christian bible. Here, the process of naming the dead child can only be completed in a ritual;
only when the child has been named can her soul be free. This changes the narrative of black
women worship, which is usually represented in Baptist, Pentecostal, or Apostolic
denominations of Christianity, and again interrupts the colonizer’s narrative. As Maori scholar
Linda Tuhiwai Smith says, “Representation is important as a concept because it gives the
impression of ‘the truth’, and this truth is represented in the naming of Amara’s child (35). This
child is named Aria, tying back to the other sections of the collection and weaving these layers
together.
Along with motherhood, my thesis also wrestles with queerness and how that, in turn, can
negatively affect familial relationships and mental health. In conversations about the transgender
(hereby referred to as trans) community, there is almost always an assumption that trans people
are transitioning to a binary gender (male or female) with surgery. This completely ignores
nonbinary, genderqueer, agender, and other trans people that exist outside of the binary. In my
poem, “are you a boy or girl, her niece asks, and I turn to stone,” gender is pondered in the earth.
Existing in the elements of storm and nature represents living in different genders and the
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uncomfortableness that can emerge when choosing to live as the truest version of the self. The
second half of the collection attempts to reconcile the embarrassment contained in this piece and
others; instead of hiding, queerness is announced and flaunted. The journey of self-acceptance
and is seen through language, which evolves through each section. By the end of the thesis, the
tone is electric with confidence and power.
A different, but equally important, power is echoed throughout the entire piece through
naming. Women are often only mentioned as an afterthought, as an addition to a man, but black
women suffer from a particular erasure that stems from the intersection of their identities. This is
how women like Jo Ann Robinson could do the organizing in the Civil Rights Movements or
Dorothy Vaughn could lead a team of black women human computers for NASA, but be erased
from the narratives surrounding these pivotal events in American history. This power of naming
is demonstrated in the rituals of “the descent of amara.” and other poems that wrestle with
motherhood and Aria.
This manuscript also honors the black women and girls that we’ve lost to violence, like
Aiyana Jones, a seven-year-old killed while sleeping during a police raid; Sandra Bland, a vocal
social justice advocate whose death in a Waller County, Texas jail was ruled a suicide; and
Venida Browder, the mother of Kalief Browder who died of a literal heartbreak one year after his
suicide. When black men are victims of police brutality and racism, black women are expected to
rally to the cause and march, create social media campaigns, and organize a plan of attack;
however, when black women are afflicted by that same violence, black men are often absent or
complicit in that violence. This led to the creation of the #SayHerName campaign, led by black
women giving a voice to those lost. In this way, this collections mirrors other poets that are
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writing books dedicated to this healing through naming, like Danez Smith, Morgan Parker, and
Layli Long Soldier.

Conclusion
My thesis manuscript is a living, breath document; it cannot be finished because it is a
continual interrogation of these identities and a journey of self-care that will continue for the
entirety of life. In these pages exists a utopia in which black queer women are free to exist from
the confines and expectations from our global society. It is an odyssey into trusting, loving, and
listening to oneself, even the parts that the world deems undesirable. It is a testament to our
resilience and strength, in which are bodies are no longer for consumption. We will no longer be
ignored.
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I am tired
of chalk
outlines
of listening to white women talk
about racism
of the brown paper bag test
of america stealing
our arias
of dark
lipstick
of kids used
for sexual memes
of phantoms speaking
through my own teeth
of waiting for my skin
to be taken
of buried bones
and babies
and grassless plains
of carrying keys
like daggers
of R. Kelly and Chris
Brown and Nelly and everyone else
of dreaming my brothers’ shirts full
of holes
of this body passing as a blade
or a gang
of listening to white men talk
about slavery
of cradling death
in the curve of spine
of our mothers’ grief & how
it’s become
of wearing the white hat
of waiting for foglets
to abandon
of our fascination with mixed
of planting words
that sprout
of the earth devouring

or a gun

familiar

our graves
babies and curly hair
into weeds

my body
your body
our body –
of twisting our mouths
into the shapes of trees
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//
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yes, I’m black
and I carry the world’s
bubbling ache as my granny did,
as my mother does.
I remember each poaching
in my own body –
tortoise and cracked shell
in my fingers, tigers without
claws in my knees. Most nights,
I dream of scraping
the word target from my neck
with a razor, but there’s never one
sharp enough to break
the skin. Most days, I am a cathedral
of rot. Who else wakes to the earth
whispering
about unfilled graves? In my mouth
the universe swells, unraveled.
Beneath each black
girl’s skin is a blizzard
not even this drought
can smother.
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what we talk about when we talk out our mouths.
after Fresh Meat

I keep waking with my feet in the whale’s mouth, undrowned
and breathless. Stars turn over in droves, ruined
cranes sift the earth. Swallow. Unremember everything –
the smell of rotting plums, his hands around throat,
the way honey rolled from his tongue like rain. I can’t
save elephants with these useless hands. Swallow.
Again. Unremember everything – the first scab peeled,
molars cupped in his fingers, how he tore
shoulder from socket and the birds
in the window turned to stone.
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fibromyalgia.
this body,

these hands –

conjure(s) ghosts
in skin mirrors,
offer(s) greedy
wraiths

forever

home.
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an unfinished summation of anxiety.
yes I | spilled myself into bombs
filled with celandine and sour ocean,
waiting for its waves to wipe
me away. my body has booby trapped
itself without warning; I am only
wearing the same face I was yesterday.
can you hear this
skin
tick
tick tick | against this swell
of blue and brown and green and white?
botchlings comb my ribs for mountains
between deaths | while she peers
into my eyes, wedged open
between holes in the floor of the stream.
do it, Aria. reach through your star map
to pull a sun from the moon’s hungry
mouth | pour its molten song onto the wick
let Selene sweep my prayer through the ashes –
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ars poetica.
“…poetry has a terrifying capacity for deforming even good people.
Only a very few escape.” –Plato

My poem and I got into an argument.
She calls me narrow, says I
focus too much on my scars
while ignoring her own.
Her tarot reader could only
see ghosts in the cards’ reflection.
Not a beginning. Not an ending.
Now she only dreams of teeth
and doors that won’t close.
I can’t bring them back, you know –
and I wonder which specter looms
beyond my chest, threatens to burst
beneath her tired hands. She pauses,
gossamer veins pulsing through her skin,
murmurs, I am the mirror
in which you finally see yourself.
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ode to Drake in _ parts.

I.

My girl and I send blue
hearts instead of purple
when we texting. Maybe
we’re coldblooded, or
drowning. We ain’t a war,
but maybe a hurricane

II.

Today, Drake stands in
for my ex. He wonders where
I’m at, who I’m fucking,
why I’m never at home. I pretend
to ignore his calls and pray
he’ll show up in his Maybach.
Hours later, it’s my ex in his
Cavalier, but I let him in
anyway. You can do better,
Drake says, and I don’t
believe him

III.

When he said, I’m happiest
when I can buy what I want,
get high when I want,
I felt that. My girl
can’t afford her insulin
because she works too much,
and that’s enough to make us
blow blue dreams on any day.

IV.

My girl gives me a lap dance
to Drake because she knows
every Drake song is my favorite
song. Like he been thru every
pint of dulce de leche. Like
he means to say dezireé
instead of desire. Like maybe
he means both.
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horoscope: libra, july 2017.
This is a difficult time / for you / Libra. you spend
too much / time picking elfroot / wading in wells /
not knowing how to hold / your breath. black
women are well-versed in deserted / like the elephant’s
empty face rotting / like the drowned / bodies
at the shore of the lake. why else / would you be so
hollow? Mountains move / at your mention,
but you cannot choose / a mountain to move.
This month / Venus and Saturn /are in your
corner. Both want what’s best / for you, if only
you could want / what’s best for you. Next time,
tell him he has to put his mouth / where you
want it. Accept nothing / less.
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are you a boy or a girl, her niece asks, and I turn to smoke,

watch the wilted / sun
gallop / from the trees
planted / on my chin
my body / a vortex

my body / an echo
my body / set out
in the lake / this tomb
of chest / hair and broken

teeth / her voice / a shower
of pebbles / before the wind
puts on / a dress
and carries my breasts / out
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to sea

when the guillotine comes from my ovaries,
after Destiny

I peel Hina
She mumbles your
clocks entombed
for these, but the

from my bedside.
name, hands me two
in ice. The dead will come
dead

cannot have them.

how can I be

saved from ghosts

that tread on

stars? I try

to remember

there are eyes

beyond our eyes.
of nothingness,
this is where
your alate shoulder,

Lamps
voids of brightness.
the blade bites
moon queen’s fist

golden shield

around my waist.

here you steal

purpled graves

from my ankles –

I know someone

must answer

for this red and grey

drowning. tell

my blooming body

you deserve

to be burned.
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record 10316.
no. this is not about
the crimson spilt – it is after.
once, I dreamed
my spine

cradled

Venida’s battered
body across this field
of glass, her hair
black oil

swimming

in my shoulders.
I held her tomb
of breath
in my iris:

dry,

burnt blue,
crumbled stone.
there are too many
names

now,

not enough earth
to swallow them

whole.

where is Kalief?
I thumbed his blood
from her swollen cheek.
where is my
baby boy?
24

tacenda.
after Tomaž Šalamun

dezireé
is a monster.
dezireé is humid
hydrogen /

black wind

birthed
from the mouth’s
maybe she is our
sunbreaker /

[Aria’s omen]

with Saturn’s frothy lips. maybe you
dark gold
eyes / the fog
of bones – wolf /
bear teeth /
maybe
deziree will chant
hounds at her
hooves /
escape
her ragged
jaw. maybe

bloody veil.
filled

have seen
unfolding

a finger you lost
a crow’s lullaby

devour

any Light

she is Oya’s tsunami / white-hot

at your elephants / how
now drink
in her wings / see

their knees
smother
how they beat

raw /

her lavender claws.

as our sun

opal horns /
from her necklace

swallows
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to the leshen’s
with sleepless

fangs.

desperate

to

sphere.

look

at her command.
the moon

ghazal for flint.
My cousins walk / the streets rapping / ‘long the blue lead
during Back to the Bricks. / Cars crawling / like they do / lead –
black joy in motion, hydraulic / and contagious. Now / is the time
to forget / the bodies / skin beneath wave / mountains of blue lead
whispering the killing / flood. Cheriss braids / my hair between water / bottles
as we watch / a movie ‘bout the city / like it’s not still swimming / ‘thru lead;
it has been 1,283 days / since she showered in her own / tub. On Halloween,
kids dressed in Ninja Turtle and Iron Man / wish / they had slew / lead,
blast it from their blood / and their parents’ blood / and their friends’ blood,
too. To be black / is to be hyper-aware / of your mortality. / You led
a herd of streams / to the bricked streets / Dezireé – still / it isn’t enough. Each
night you dream of mother / clumsy hands / and grey / veins. Cue lead.
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record 00002.
my grandmother’s ghosts pull / at
of blue dress / blue
I watch in

teeth / tear hem

body

hung from shadow.

silence / pretend

to be brave.

the moon whispers / healing from my window

my bed a jeweled /
this river

fortress where no

of dread / building

in equal parts bear /
with some ache

but I hide from /

that isn’t

light can reach. there is no soothing /

/ with each

and fear.

her eye –

buoyed scar. / we were born

we are too familiar
our / own.
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with expiration /

times you resembled Zeus the most:
1. when you lifted granny’s heavy
marble tabletop into your arms
as my family argued who would
carry it. you scaled the flight
of stairs with steel-tipped wings
2. when you punched the door
above my head and wood split
beneath your knuckles. I was
24 when I learned to name
this abuse, abuse. Six years too late
3. laying in bed burning, pulling
me across your chest after pulling
the earth into bed with us. this
must be what the center feels like –
white-hot and throbbing with enough
energy to end the world
4. when bitch had somehow become
my name, built up steady as
a hurricane does. Suddenly, I
was drowning, too entranced
with the mouth of the storm
5. when you left me clutching
your powerlifting
shirt in the dark. I named
myself Hera and turned
a flame to the house
6. taking pictures at stepping
stone falls, sweat on your skin
glinting among the fireflies. here
was the first time the moon
spoke and you taught me
how to become this water
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etymology of aria.
you are
music
rumbling
from the lion’s mouth
iridescent orchids
blooming
from the whale’s underbelly
this habit
of ending up
in the center
of history

you are
Hathor’s legs of splintered
glass whispered breath
to silence the flame elven bridge
dangling forgotten islands
to drown
deep
in your blanket
of suns

you are
wild phoenix
Sandy
ripping blood sins from wet
earth
to be pressed
into
stratosphere
we need
to free them
a myopic
answer to this question
I never
asked for
someone has to
free us
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//

30

the descent of amara.

31

I felt your death as my first planet
tumbled out of this darkness –
a foggy aria tattooed
in the red
of lung and ovary.
It was you and I
and the weight
of our flesh,
my stubborn body
crying
out for rain.
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I wanted to save
you as my mother did
not –
give you back
before you learned
of the ghosts
sown into your skin.
But not this way.
This is the earth’s knife
in my own hand,
rushing up past my legs
and out to sea.
There are no innocent
here. Just the guilty
and the dead.
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But this
cannot be the end. How do I bury
what you left
behind [the lilac
booties / glass
bottles / red apples
wrapped in straw]?
Where do you
find rest?

I draw
a bath of chickweed
& peony to cleanse my skin
before the shea butter’s glaze. Then, candles
& sandalwood. Then, the flute’s voice
calling out to the guardian
between worlds –
Oya, Lady of Storms
Oya, Warrior of Women
You who command the winds
And protect the souls of the dead
I ask for you to show me my
daughter and reveal her soul to me

Oya enters
blows out the candles
dresses
my body
a maroon robe with nine
gold buttons
and a garnet crown. In its pocket
an empty
flask.
Brew the tonic and go
to the underworld.
When the drink
empties,
you must be home

She must be buried.
or you will be left behind.

I kiss

of her feet.

the watery soles
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The sun drops its teeth
into a canyon.
I brew them with aloe
and vermillion
until horses crowd
the flame –
a nepenthe for tattered
nerve, ribbon
thin flesh. Carved tails
into the underbelly
of the earth. This is how
I find you in the underworld.
This is the trip every black
mother must take.
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A small sip / of the potion
and the world
is blued /
My skin is ready / for battle
& the sun [knowing this] hides /
from the gate that opens
in front / of me
like an alligator / trapping
its frantic / prey
With Oya’s blessing / there is no guardian
there is no / riddle / only
my daughter’s body /
a tower / of red
sand / waiting
to be buried
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There are no / eyes
north and I walk
for the sky / planted

here. The moon points
until my calves beg
above / the dead.

Listen to trees crawl on leather hands – this
is the direction I
must go. I have years
of ache / in these
kidneys. This means nothing.
Only when her tiny
will I allow

hands are in my arms
this body
rest.
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Another swallow / and my throat /
with want.

I wander /

the ashes / at the shore
My daughter rows /
but the lava /

thickens
until my feet reach
of the phlegethon.

a boat of glass
bubbles /

Persephone unfolds / herself

down its belly,
smirking at my sandals.

from the sand / turns

I have no / power here

but

I know

toward
where she must

the flame
go

the lethe / to drink
the lethe / to forget what came
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before

to forget –

I understand this / the wanting

But what am I

without you? What / is the mouth

without language? What is the day

without indigo / swallowing

its end / and dressing itself in a sweater

of stars?
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a map / from the moon’s

Persephone tells me to pull
throat /

but I ask first. I know Oya

with a bow drawn

sits in its craters

ready for any

desecration.

My blood / swirls

in constellations

across the map’s

body. They align,

take flight and burrow
This is the fastest

markings

.

draped
flutter
in the dirt.

way / to her

We must meet / her
We cannot lag / behind
Persephone cannot understand /
to be born with / a spear

through the chest.

Otherwise, she would know /
we need

to

how much
forget
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what it means

rain

After the fire,

there is dark /

and rustling /

The lethe / is near / and my child sits / at its mouth.

She is my / daughter

but something else / too.

A botchling

Persephone whispers

and the breath /

in my lungs

turns to stone.
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and finally

water.

The nepenthe

stains my tongue / and she

pauses / to carve Oya’s

Why

mark. Still / the sky sleeps.

has the moon hid

I can’t give

back

something

I’ve taken. Persephone
nothing.

blots / my wound,

how it too must

for victory

from me?

I don’t know

Tell me / what you know

and I will tell you
how it prays

its face

says

about the body /
turn / against itself –

/ or to be filled / with arrows.
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My muddied steps / part the earth
and she turns from the stream / lips scabbed
and wet / cooing / Eyes red / and heavy
with slumber. We are too late /
Persephone says / She will not / know
/ who you are. Again, this means / nothing.
I whisper / in the same / voice
I sang / SZA to her / every morning /
in the shower / Before I woke / with blood
against my legs. Before / she
ended up here. She pounds / her chest
twice / and yells – my only warning.
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I raise / my hands and step
towards / the decay / but she is unfamiliar
with surrender. Her body doubles /
stretches to the moon’s / height /
snarls and rears up / flings
me into a weeping / willow.
Branches / snap and the tree limps
away / but there is nowhere for me
to hide. Do something /

Persephone screams
but my daughter’s stampede outweighs
the noise. There is a bow / at my waist
but haven’t I caused her / enough
pain? My fingers hover over / copper arrows
until the botchling / snatches
the bow / and my arm with it –
the quiver falls / unused and wet
next to my / body in a pile / of dead leaves.
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While she is distracted / with her new
toy / I scuttle away / the philter clots
the hole / but the ache
announces itself / like the cramps
in my waist did only / a few nights
ago / I press / the fresh / cloud
floating / on my back / and Oya
finally answers / it erupts
in lightning / that sends / the beast
on its back / frozen / in place /
together / Persephone and I tip
its body into the pillar / of fire
lighting the mouth / of the lethe
and the nearby fish / cried in the smoke
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I dragged her body through the fire,

skin / welt

/ and ash. There is only a bubble / of flesh left / behind.
I bury / this / at the foot of the weeping / willow
before tracing Oya’s name / in the sand. I will walk
into the lion’s / mouth for my child. This is a black
mother’s calling. This is me giving / her back to / herself:

By the powers of earth and sky / by the world that was to be your home

Forgive me, you who came but I did not embrace.

I name thee Aria, and embrace thee as my daughter.

the ground shudders / and then Light –
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A lubberkin tumbles / from the grey
soil / My ghost-daughter with afro /
puffs and tiny glasses / a cracked
mirror / in the air
She flicks her thumb / and the grave
is full / of orchids and / pollen
and life
She flicks her thumb / and the gate
to the surface appears / as the last
drops of nepenthe / evaporate
I am putty / in this specter’s
hands / and she smirks
as if she knows this
as I cross over / and
the gate / withers away
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//
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cackler bridge.
after the Witcher III: Wild Hunt

once

I took winter / by the throat / peeled

my ghost / from its thirsty

blue-tipped palm / who remembers / when the sun last
showed / its eye to this

ache / no

God neither /

before / I was Hathor’s siren / this hair
a fist / crown of amethyst
the white /

this was a river / nirnroot

soil / to empty

now

stitched our name /

can / bloom

oh how black girls

and / bend and

myself /

chattered as godlings

into the water / but what
of ash /

I wished him

women he dreamed / of – shaved

my head / to empty the

once

cut / across the plains /

in this bowl

bend

bend / in fear

of being too hard /

I think of / hips / you’ll never touch again – swollen /
with wings

of doves / lined

an incalescent / sandstorm

with streets / of gold /

brewing /
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beneath the

skin /

what it means to torch the sky:
eagle-eyed with barbed

wire pulling

feeling of her first

body

at your seams / the
trembling beneath your

hungry
tongue /

bruises mom made

in summer heat /

calling out

you hide /

with turtlenecks

for the moon / and Mercury

bristling /
with volcanic

teeth /
learning to hide /

yourself

in
plain sight / the weight

in your ribs

when she says

I

want /
to be

your wife /

in the back of

her car / no longer

lie /

constellations burn /

laying breast

to breast

living anyone else’s

collapse / and you become

the sun
you become / fire

and brimstone /

raining /

this blackened / sky
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from

aria, the sunbreaker.
after Destiny

Arise guardian of Light.
Assemble your shield
of flame. Children
in the city
whisper / your name,
their feet wet
with the Traveler’s
breath.
A hero’s
kill
is buried / in the lingering
of stars / titan –
black girls
must bear
the blood /
of the fallen.
Who else carves / hammer
from bone / commands the sky
presses the sun
fist / first

to scorch
into tendrils of earth?
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love poem: dezireé.
You touch / yourself / in the mirror
name / each scar with
chewed / hands
It is time / to tell you the story
of our revival / of how this
body / became our own
You fell in love / with a hitman
who / groomed you
for silence
and he rewarded / your blue-lipped
fervor / your ache / to be anyone
but / yourself
Here: suns rattling / in
waistband / a message / from
ancestors – our men learn
to see our mouth / as a garden
of weeds / ignoring the lilies /sour
faced with cracked / mirror-eyes
Here: skin full / of unswept
glass / and peach / fish
teem near / a riverbed
near the mountain / where you pulled
a sword / from your chest
to protect him
and he used / it to impale
you / and your river turned
its face / from the blood
remember / the bears’ teeth
and how dirt / knew our
skin / by name /
But here: your arms / are thick /
maroon / embroidered
in carpal / glistening
as you drain / the sick
from this river / your chest
a beached / rose
blooming
52

ode to the walk of shame.
lips freshly
smudged / afro smushed
you wanted in /
your mouth

from the fist / of fingers

the same hand / that returns
the sequined clutch
with the striped /
bra wrapped / up
inside
pumps dangle / from giggling
wrists / answering
the chatter
of birds /
and your belly / since you
didn’t want breakfast / since
you didn’t want more
and they knew / that shit /
that black dress
they ripped off / still fits everywhere
it to
but the sun / mirrors

you need /

this / in ways the moon / could only
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dream of

sonnet for steven universe.
Here is midnight, Zipporah.
Your hands have found empty space
in mine despite the crowd around us,
due to your request of purple lace
that clings to sweat against our spines. Somos imagen,
you whisper while the room begins to dim.
The crown of orchids frames your face,
leaves baby blades between our breasts
as you lead our dance across this stage.
Fusible conmigo, mi angela amor
fumbles slowly from your lips,
so I brush silver shadow on our dress
to press my needy mouth against your own
softly, breathe the satin magic from your lungs.
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an evaluation of northstar as we hover above the battlefield.
after Titanfall II

I thought you were shitty, at first. Always
hidden, cowering behind walls of green;
thin eye perched above a railgun with fire
charging in its lungs. Then, you taught me
how to be a predator – a magenta machine-god
that leaves a cluster of bodies where armies
once pressed knives to the white
of skulls. We take the skin
of our enemies for cloaks. We roam threads
of battlefields, mid-air, chest armor
glowing, watch grass tenderly swallow
blood into the earth’s thirsty belly.
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for mother #4, who dug me from an ocean floor with bare hands
to Mrs. Burrell
When Ms. Griffin was fired, my mother said
it was because she was too gay, too flamboyant
for our small charter school. I mourned her
ombre dreadlocks and her laugh that swept me up
like broken glass. Years later, it was me that was
too much. When I walked past doors, they slammed.
I clutched Cori’s hand even tighter, kissed her blue
in stairwells and bathroom stalls, memorized the moons
embedded in her cheek. You saw me bare, like Ms. Griffin
did: tiny, quiet and filled with oceans, with waves
I was always crashing underneath. When I snuck
to your office to escape my blood mother’s voice
in my ear, you sent me home with a bowl of light
disguised as a basketball – an orb in which
the words no one would love me if I was gay didn’t belong
to my mouth. Even when I was more boy than girl.
Even when I was the dirty child with freckled
hands curled up on the bathroom floor. You pulled
me back from the bridge and into the garden, made
the sun cast its eyes over the flowers
budding behind my teeth.
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ishtar’s redemption.
put your eyes into these pockets, midnight blue, bury
them beneath constellations you’ve wrestled
from coral sky.
let your lips lift collarbones
into auburn suns. drag moonstone
across your pillows and ask for forgiveness.
give petals back to orchids. write words
only you understand. ask orion
to watch over black girls snatched
into mouthless shadows.
wonder if you
will be next.
shake stars from your clothes before washing.
name yourself Aria when you learn the melodies
golden melanin sings into your skin.
tell the wind that for once,
I’d like to belong
to myself.
dream of Harambe and cracked eggs,
dead babies in vases. pray your eyes into emeralds
that ride on archgriffins’ wings.
plant a bed of arenaria
but never water it.

wait for it to bloom.
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ode to olivia pope, the h.b.i.c.
first of all, yassss queen. can’t nobody
say you don’t look
like you burned

a pyre

or two. like you our only
president. this is a black
woman
with the confidence of an
average white man.
We always gotta hold
our turn. Lift somebody’s broke

our breath. Wait
son up to

our level.

Be like God [the invisible version] – but you more like Goddess
[the run up a check version]. Remember
when you bludgeoned
a man with bare
in a cape

hands? Boss shit. You decide fate
and heels. Use men and trust
no one.

And these niggas
BIG MAD.
hat. I do it
better than all

Tell ‘em
you niggas.

fuck the white
Be selfish.

Be the villain. Tell Fitz you too busy
for the sixth month straight. Take your fists
and stiletto nails
and turn them
into wolves.
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reasons why I prefer the Sims over anywhere you tryna be.
Here, I don’t dream / of digging graves. I fall / in love with a black woman who puts moons / in
our shoes / as a prayer. No one pickets / our wedding. Our neighbors don’t ask how / we afford
the apricot / house or the pool / in the basement.
Here, there are no police. / I don’t carry / shovels
in my pocket. I am a master poet / that doesn’t need to mummify the dead / with words. My wife
and I adopt two black girls / who can’t stop drawing pictures of / themselves. They look in the
mirror and see / Lupita. They aren’t afraid / of fireworks / and I allow water /
guns in the house.
We don’t go / hungry. Here, we don’t count our children / we don’t know how much / a childsized plot / of land costs. My child does not wake screaming / Aiyana with a lake / in her throat. I
renew / my vows with the same black woman / who now takes the wind / into her mouth and
tames it. Here, we raise / daughters that breathe
underwater and soften / the sun. They are not buried
beneath a bed of white / doves. Here, they do not dream in chalk. / Here, I teach / them how to
till the earth. Here, they don’t hear / their names echoed / in the dirt.
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an homage to nigga in two parts.
I.
This is for that
and that give me
for the I’m ‘bout

damn, where you been hiding nigga
the fuckin’ tea nigga
to roast your ass nigga

and that really
throw your hands
who wear rachet

nigga, which is to say
up. This is for niggas
on their sleeve like

a corsage; whose
as they coming

music can be heard
down the street [more

bass please];
laugh like a nigga;
in a suit and tie

who ain’t afraid to
who know a nigga
is still
a nigga;

who know a
will still
these the niggas

well-dressed nigga
die
like a nigga;
I break bread with

these them

niggas that are

free

II.
In the car with white

friends listening to K-Dot,

tongues silent, caressing

an absence they expect

me to ignore. Eyes

overturned, buried in the corners

of my lips. These are

your “allies” – with pauses uncertain,

breath taut, mouths confused.

Dangling.

is what they do

in the mirror. Go on then

Say it now

I dare

I know this

you
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this poem doesn’t give a fuck about your expectations.
Already, she knows her power. Look
to her dress – royal lavender
dipped in rose gold. See how the page
adorns her? The way words shimmer
against her wrists?
to your frustration,

She splits
grins at discomfort,

spreads herself
even further

out
across

This poem can only
way. She does not

be read one way. Her
take no for an answer –

the earth
This poem believes

smolders in her grip.
in profanity and

gun control. She
of every dead

is carrying the wounds
forest and flooded

the page.

village. She cares not for arbitrary rules
or the guilty tears
of allies. This poem
has taken the crown

for herself.
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dezireé, the voidwalker, circles the first kill.
after Destiny

There is a scout rifle sweeping the circumference
of your neck. It clicks, whines, begs
for the blood beneath your flushed skin. You
are already my prisoner; the freedom dribbling
from your lip and into naked darkness
belongs to me. You cradle your shotgun
as explosives scatter at your feet, wondering
how I move so quickly. As if
it matters. As if the void is not burning
in my throat. Don’t
stare. There is a softness
here that you weren’t expecting. My body
does not care what I call it, and you
shouldn’t either. Even
if I am the last body you see. Even if I
am the last one you will remember.
In this purpled nothing, I am the glass cannon
and the obliterated body. I am the silence
after the disintegration. This is a realm
no officer can reach. I am trying to tell you
I am the impenetrable bitch they warned
you about – a black diamond draped
in the skulls of sparrows.
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I wake my wife with mulberry lips,
I wake my wife with mulberry lips,
smelling of sweat and spring
before children’s screams
pull us from our sleep
We wrangle them like buffalo
drop them at school before work
chuckling at their plans to brag
about 2 mommies and 2 left shoes.
Wait, where is
your right shoe, Aria?
We forgot
to check her shoes
this morning
fuck
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ode to Tone that ends in a revival.
after Titanfall II

Tone tells me we’re better together / I
believe her
most when / we are crouched
sonar illuminating
our enemies / and I can
smell
the earth /
burning
I love the way salvo / bursts from her
shoulders /
throaty with weight
of
skulls / eager to claim another / even
as the legion
threatens / to overrun us
I ask her how it feels / to be a hundred tons
of doom / and she
chuckles / black women
have always been
titans / pilot
Now focus /
prepare
the cannon /
here is this titanium / beast
stalking bent metal
of bones / we draw

we women crush

slick with blood
and wrought / iron sword
a precise death

life

together /
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record 10268.
1. There is a raven at my door. She is carrying my innocence in her mouth, a Bratz doll
wrapped in brambles and aloe. She is impatient because I have not collected it. I’m sorry
/ I had forgotten what it looked like
2.
3. I grew tired of wandering glassy plains.
4.
5.
6.
7. I have known what it means to take the sun between my teeth and turn it over in my lap.
After a while, I welcomed the flame / and the bruises / and the thirst.
8. I fell in love with a man who built me a home / out of his body and set himself on fire
because I was inside it. I know not how love blooms / but how it / leeches.
9.
10. I am trying to remember everything I’ve ever / owned. I am trying to remember anything
that ever felt like mine.
11. I will not wait seventy years / to thaw
12.
13. I had to learn to eat the wild fruits of the forest. To meditate on the crickets’ song. To let
the earth / and only the earth / sustain me.
14.
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today, I use my food stamps to fill my apartment.
I stare into cupboards overflowing
with penne pasta and rice, a vacuum
of fire lining my stomach. I look
at strawberry yogurt and choose
spit instead. Breathing is useless
when your stomach has eaten
your ribs, so I kiss
my partner with a belly full
of swords. She stands ready
with a spatula and I feel ready
to burst into flame. When I
was a child, we got cheese
in the big block, but my mother
sliced it thin before we ran
to the kitchen with hungry
palms – I wonder how many
nights she sucked air and drank
water to quiet the horses
in her hips. Today, I eat
everything in sight.
I dream of potatoes, kale,
and microwave pizzas. Tattoo food
on my lip so I never go hungry. Cozy
up to bagels smeared with hot
sauce and cream cheese. Stack boxes
of cereal like pyramids in the center
of the bed. I open my cabinets
with a scalpel, just as I do my chest.
My mom asks what I cooked
for dinner. When’s the last time I ate?
I slowly tear the bag of cocoa krispies
to pour and she takes a small breath.
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You make me want to write love poems, again –
The ones
in which I carry you
throughout the dark. In which your feet cry
out to me for relief.
This is not about two halves becoming
whole,
but something more. This is your cup
filling,
running
over. Two whole pieces become a runny mess.
This is me teaching you to play piano, to skate
backwards, to pearl a blunt, to feel how good
your own
fingers feel against your body. This is the
your skin ignites; reaching out
across dark
and always coming back
with you in my hands.
My knee aches when your knee
aches. I bloom
when you bloom. Come morning, we are birds.
We parade our plume
of feathers, make nests
of bark and afro
hair, sing hymns within the magnolia
tree. Maybe this is about soulmates; taking scrap metal
to build a sculpture, or a lung, or a lifeboat. An alchemy
of crumbled leaves and your white teeth
glimmering in the dark.
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hunger

self-portrait as stormcaller.
after Destiny

this is a celebration / of the thunder
in these thighs / baptized in the language
of bees / look what happens / when you
carry clouds between / teeth with no / regret
I have journeyed / through the monsoon / chained
its neck to the mouth / of the grove / gleaming /
to walk this temple’s halls / to take the arc
within myself / to turn this gnarled
skin into lightning / and frozen / breath / do not
mourn the woman / I was / she has grown
into a rumbling / tempest / orchids
blooming / from her / electric / downpour
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videnda.
I’ve prayed your lungs
would return / to water / fat
with sand and jazbay /
while spiders / parade
those curls I once / loved
In my dreams / I am bullet-proof
but you watched / me suffocate
instead / and I learned
how silence can / contort
the skin – / pink
scars whelved into this atlas
of longing / tattered deer’s eye /
embedded in rivers – / these
are the bruises / I’ve carried through /
the riptide / with hands / that rebuilt
cities / you plundered
next time / my appetite
will be waiting
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